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) received a weight of 0.5 to 2, but there were a few observations given large weights (>20). Weight trimming has been recommended to improve the stability of the resulting estimates. 1 Typically, weights are trimmed at the 1st and 99th percentiles, but with nearly all observations having a weight near 1, we did not control much confounding with this degree of trimming (minimum trimmed weight=0.48; maximum trimmed weight=1.18). After trimming at the 0.05th and 99.95th percentiles, the mean of the weights was 0.99 in the stratum 50 to 199 and 1.00 in all other strata. The max weight was ≤20 in all strata except 0 to 49/μL. (The relatively small number of observations in this stratum meant that most of the thresholds for weight trimming did not trim any observations in this stratum.) We considered a range of possibilities for trimming the weights at percentiles of the overall distribution that were more or less extreme than those chosen for the primary analysis (0.05th and 99.95th percentiles). To convey a sense of the sensitivity of the estimates to trimming at different points, we present HRs from 3 alternatives: estimates from models using untrimmed weights, trimmed at the 0.01st and 99.99th percentiles, and trimmed at the 0.1st and 99.9th percentiles.
